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MINUTES

WP5 National Knowledge Exchange Workshop Hungary
Danube River Basin Enhanced Flood Forecasting Cooperation – DAREFFORT
Project code: DTP2-064-2.1
22 of October 2019, Budapest
Venue: Conference Room OVF, Márvány Street 1/D, 1012 Budapest
Total number of registrations: 17
Total number of participants: 14
(See the scanned attendance list)

Péter Juhász welcomes the participants to the DAREFFORT National Knowledge
Exchange Workshop for Hungary. He gave a general overview of the project and the
purposes of the workshop.

Dr. László Balatonyi presented by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT),
summarized the goals of the Danube Region Strategy (DRS). The DRS addresses a wide
range of issues; these are divided among 4 pillars and 12 priority areas. Each priority
area is managed by two countries as Priority Area Coordinators (PACs).
The Environmental Risks Priority Area (PA5) – coordinated by Hungary and Romania –
has three major objectives to follow during its work. First, PA5 addresses the challenges
of water scarcity and droughts based on the 2013 update of the Danube Basin Analysis
and the ongoing work in the field of climate adaptation. Second, to implement Danube
wide flood risk management plans – under the Floods Directive – with the aim to reduce
flood risks significantly by 2021, taking into account the potential impacts of climate
change as well. Third, to update the accidental risk spots inventory at the Danube River
Basin level.
The PA5 Priority Area’s most significant activity in the field of environmental risks is to
facilitate the flood protection of the Region and to enhance the flood safety of the whole
Danube Basin involving the 14 stakeholder countries.
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MFAT facilitated the DAREFFORT project from the beginning supporting partner search
and project development, or communicating its importance for decision making bodies
and on international events.

After this presentation, Amarilla Mátrai gave detailed overview of DAREFFORT project
(duration, start of the project, estimated full budget, potential partners, areal coverage).
She presented the scope of the project, the content and the goals of each Work Package
as well as the previous and next steps in the project. She introduced the outputs of the
work packages and the ICPDR Danube Hydrological Information System.

After this presentation, the standardized questionnaire was handed out and filled in by
the participants.

The last presenter was András Csík. He gave some historical overview about the
Hungarian Hydrological Forecasting Service. He present the hydro-meteorological
station network, which station data are used for hydrological forecasts. Furthermore he
descried the users of the hydrological forecast and the products of the HHFS. The
products of HHFS are available on official webpages: www.hydroinfo.hu or
www.hydroinfo.hu/en . The main products: water level forecast, ice forecast, water
regime map, shallow section information, snow information, publishing hydrological
and meteorological information in table and map format.

After the presentation the participants had opportunity to ask questions and comment
on the topics.
The participants noted that stations, which shared in the Danube HIS database, do not
provide adequate coverage of the Danube River Basin. It would be ideal if the
participating countries shared data from several stations.
Further opinions and suggestions were also included in the questionnaires
After this the meeting was finished.
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MINUTES
Knowledge Exchange Workshop Germany
Danube River Basin Enhanced Flood Forecasting Cooperation – DAREFFORT
Project code: DTP2-064-2.1
26th September 2019, Munich
Venue: Room K4, Bavarian State Ministry of the Environment and Consumer Protection,
Rosenkavalierplatz 2, 81925 Munich, Germany
Participants: Dr. Klaus Arzet, Bavarian State Ministry of the Environment and Consumer Protection
Falko Bader, Steinbeis Applied Systems Analysis GmbH
Christine Hangen-Brodersen, Bavarian Environment Agency
Mag. Franz Hauer, Office of the Federal Government of Lower Austria
Dipl. Ing. Peter Kickinger, Office of the Federal Government of Upper Austria
Dr. Philipp Liedl, Steinbeis Applied Systems Analysis GmbH
Dr. Monika Rauthe, German Meteorological Service
Werner Schulz, State Office of Environment
Kim Schwarz, Steinbeis Applied Systems Analysis GmbH
Dr. Natalie Stahl-van Rooijen, Bavarian State Ministry of the Environment and Consumer
Protection
Dr. Alfons Vogelbacher, Bavarian Environment Agency

26th of September 2019 (10:00 – 16:15)

ITEM 1
DISCUSSION

10:00-14:00 Part 1: Knowledge Exchange workshop – general part
Dr. Arzet welcomed all participants and talked about the origins and the
background of DAREFFORT project. A greeting by Dr. Liedl followed. The
agenda and the objectives of the workshop were presented, followed by a
round of introductions of all participants.
Topic 1 Overview DAREFFORT-Project
Dr. Liedl presented the key data and objectives of the project and the data
exchange platform. In addition, this section briefly summarized which
data should be exchanged and what the architecture of the exchange
platform and the output data format will look like. Finally, the goals of the
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knowledge exchange workshop were presented. The presentation was
followed by a discussion, initiated by Mr. Hauer about the differences
between the data of the planned database of the DARREFORT project and
the data sent to EFAS. In case of EFAS the focus is more on meteorological
data and the station density can also differ, whereas the focus of the
DAREFFORT project is on the Danube catchment area.
Then the question was raised why not just collecting data from public
websites. Dr. Liedl stated that for professional data exchange it is not
suitable to just read out data from public websites, because formats can
change too quickly and data is coded in graphical information rather than
values very often. Therefore, from a professional point of view, it is
essential to establish an agreed standardized protocol to exchange data.
Topic 2 Forecasting Models and Services in Austria/State of Upper
Austria
Mr. Kickinger presented the forecasting models and forecasting service of
Upper and Lower Austria. The main input variables are measurement
data like water level, discharge and precipitation and meteorological
forecasts. A distinction is made between internal and external forecasts.
External forecasts are used for catchment areas bordering Austria. For
example, the forecasts of the LfU (Germany) are used for the Danube up
to Passau. Passau is the transfer point. From then on the Upper Austrian
model is used for further calculations, i.e. the internal forecast. This is also
passed on to neighbouring countries/areas (for example, the forecasts for
the Inn are passed on to Bavaria). From the Danube catchment area only
14% of the run-off from internal calculations is used. However, internal
forecasts are also calculated for the border areas, to check the plausibility
of the values received and as a backup if a system fails. Shipping has an
independent forecast. This is designed to predict low water periods at an
early stage. One conclusion that can be drawn from this presentation is
that it is advisable for the neighbouring areas to take over the forecasts of
the flood forecasting centres there, as they have better knowledge of the
catchment area.
Mr. Kickinger also participated at the DAREFFORT Knowledge Exchange
Workshop in Austria. He reported that the representatives of the flood
forecast centres of the States and a representative of the port of Vienna
had presented the different forecasting systems and had discussed
benefits and suggestions for the project.
Topic 3 Forecasting Models and Services in Bavaria
Afterwards Dr. Vogelbacher presented the basics of flood forecasting in
Bavaria: measuring network, structure of the database and the models
that are used. The model is improved and supplemented constantly in
cooperation with Rhineland-Palatinate, Baden-Wurttemberg, Saxonia and
Hesse. This model is embedded in a water balance model and a
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hydrographic model. In addition, the legal basis for the bilateral data
exchange between Bavaria and Austria was presented as an example. In
such contracts, the prediction period, the calculation frequency and the
transfer points must be defined as well as the way in which the data is
provided. Bavaria receives data from the Baden-Wurttemberg flood
forecast centre and the hydrographic services in Tyrol and Salzburg. They
submit data to the hydrographic service in Upper Austria and Lower
Austria. In Germany the shipping sector has own forecasts, too. In normal
situations these forecasts are used, only in flood situations shipping uses
the forecasts of LfU.
Topic 4 The offer of weather data for flood forecasting
In her presentation Dr. Rauthe gave an overview of the offers and
products of the German Meteorological Service. The DWD offers various
data categories such as real-time data and model data. The real-time data
consists of a ground monitoring network (approx. 1.300 synoptic stations
and 1.800 precipitation stations) and a radar monitoring network. These
two data sets are combined with the RADOLAN method. Then there is the
now casting product RADVOR with a precipitation tracking, quantified
precipitation forecast, a forecast of the aggregate state and the predicted
new snow rate. In forecasting, the DWD distinguishes between global
(ICON) and regional (COSMO) forecasts. The SNOW 4 model describes the
development of snow cover. Other DWD products include three-level
warnings and personal consultations. The data can be retrieved in various
ways. On the one hand free of charge and freely accessible via
https://opendata.dwd.de. At https://maps.dwd.de, various data sets can
be accessed as OGC-compliant (Open Geospatial Consortium) services. On
the other hand there is a secure supply where individual requirements
are also possible. For flood protection there is a special offer called
WaWis (water management information system).

ITEM 2

14:15-16:30 Flood forecasting expert discussions on future
requirements and improvements in transnational forecasting systems
and services
Dr. Liedl thanked for the presentations and introduced the following
discussion about the benefits of the DAREFFORT project and about ideas
and expectations for further development.
Mr. Hauer started the discussion, stating that data exchange is not a
technical problem. The problem is more about legal issues and the
political will for data exchange. At the moment there are a lot of
differences in data provision within and between the countries. For
example within Austria, forecasts are not given to private institutions
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(except the products on official websites), whereas in Germany this can
be done. Referring to international data exchange it would be useful to
find common solutions for whole Europe, especially with respect to
liability.
Based on the experience of Dr. Vogelbacher an exchange of forecasting
results rather than only the underlying data should be preferred, because
the national forecasting centres know their regional situations best, e.g.
with respect to water level control by powerplants. In general national
forecasting centres have more background information for the section of
Danube for which they are responsible than other countries.
Dr. Stahl-van Rooijen mentioned that raw data can be faulty because
there can be measurement mistakes. If data is verified concerning obvious
mistakes and outliers and then provided for a DAREFFORT database, this
could be a benefit of the project. Different persons replied that this is
difficult because there is not a regular process of verifying data by the
forecast offices. Verifying is done during the process of forecasting. There
is also processed (historical) data, but processing usually might take one
year or longer. Nevertheless sometimes it happens that verification is
done faster, e.g. in case of flood scenarios. In this case real time data of the
near past, e.g. 48 hours data is corrected (verified). Therefore, it could be
useful to have verified data as a third category of data, besides real time
and processed (historical) data. This data can be overwritten e.g. by the
past 48 hours by not only acquiring the latest real time data, but also
acquiring real time data referring to the previous 48 hours. If there are
different kinds of data it must be marked as either raw, verified or
processed. However, it is important to note that the quality control of data
is not the task of the data provider. Quality control has to be done by the
user because only the user (e.g. a forecasting centre) knows how the data
is used, and therefore can define a required quality level for the data,
depending e.g. on the forecasting models used. If a subsequent correction
of the data for the database is scheduled, the original value should also be
retained in the database. In this discussion it was also stated that it makes
sense to include a comment field where special characteristics can be
noted.
Mr. Hauer asked if an exchange of meteorological grid data/radar data is
also possible. It would be a benefit for the project to exchange grid data,
too.
The participants discussed how the exchange of forecasts can be
improved. As aforementioned it is useful to receive both measurement
data and forecasts from an upstream country. Exchange could be
improved if also ensemble forecasts are exchanged. An ensemble consists
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of a certain number of well-defined members. A requirement for
exchanging ensemble data therefore is, that the definitions of the
members must match exactly and there must be an agreement about the
ensemble data that are exchanged.
Mr. Schulz stated that it could be useful to have more regular meetings of
the flood forecasting representatives of the countries, e.g. once a year.
This is helpful for a continuous exchange of knowledge and experience
and it is also important if there is not a certain occasion for a meeting. For
neighbouring countries it is useful to meet more often, to improve a close
cooperation.
Dr. Stahl-van Rooijen said that beside the regular project meetings it
would be good if the employees of the forecast offices from the countries
visit each other to improve transnational knowledge exchange between
forecasting experts. This would be helpful to see and learn how
forecasting is carried out in other countries.
Dr. Vogelbacher stated that for any forecast purpose it is necessary to
have a dense network of (automatic) measuring stations. There must be a
measuring network that is dense in time and space. This is the base for
any forecasting model in every country. From his experience this topic is
crucial for improving the reliability of forecast and also for transnational
collaboration towards joint forecasting activities.
In summary the discussions and knowledge exchange with the
participants based on their experiences result in the following main
proposals for future developments to improve hydrological forecasting
products on a transnational level:
•

common data exchange policy for Danube river basin, also
covering the topic of liability is necessary especially if also
forecasting results are exchanged

•

in addition to real time data (raw data) and processed (historical)
data, short term corrected (verified) real time data could be stored
in the DAREFFORT database marked as verified data accordingly.
This would help to prevent double adjustments of false data.

•

exchange of meteorological grid data (radar data) could improve
transnational forecasts, nevertheless currently only a few
countries provide grid data

•

establishing a dense network of automatic measuring stations in
every country is essential for improving accuracy of hydrological
forecasting. It could be an aim in the Danube catchment to reach a
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comparable level in measuring standards.
•

it could be advisable for the neighbouring countries to take over
the forecasts of the national flood forecasting centres, as they have
better knowledge of their regional catchment area

•

if ensemble forecasts should be shared between countries it is
necessary to find a routine how to define and name the members
in order to use the ensembles from upstream countries for the
forecasting in downstream countries. The definition and naming of
the members would have to be unified.

•

increasing the number of regular meetings of representatives of
forecasting centres in the different countries, e.g. on a yearly basis
could be useful for a continuous exchange of knowledge and
experience, especially between neighbouring countries

•

with respect to knowledge exchange it could be very helpful for
the employees of the forecast offices especially from downstream
countries if they could visit forecasting centres in upstream
countries, to see best practices in hydrological forecasting on a
transnational level.
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WP5 National Knowledge Exchange Workshop Austria
Danube River Basin Enhanced Flood Forecasting Cooperation – DAREFFORT
Project code: DTP2-064-2.1
24 of April 2019, Vienna
Venue: Conference Room Economica, Liniengasse 50–52, 1060 Vienna
Total number of registrations: 15
Total number of participants: 11
(See the scanned attendance list)

Georg Graser welcomes everyone to the DAREFFORT National Knowledge Exchange Workshop
for Austria. The meeting begins with the attending people giving a short introduction about
themselves. These attending people are:
Georg Graser, Oscar Weinzettl, and Baris Ertugrul from Economica, DI Franz Higer from the
Hydrology Department of the State of Lower Austria, DI Reinhold Godina from the Austrian
Ministry of Sustainability and Tourism, DI Ulrich Haberl from Verbund Trading GmbH, DI Peter
Kickinger from the Upper Austrian state Department of Hydrology, Mag. Friedrich Wölfelmaier
and Julia Band from the Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geodynamik (ZAMG), DI Hans
Wiesenegger responsible for flood forecasts for the State of Salzburg and Ing. Wolfgang Löhr who
is the Department Head for Technology & Purchasing of the Hafen Wien company.
After this Georg Graser gave a detailed overview of DAREFFORT and its goals. He presented the
content and goals of each Work Package as well as the previous and next steps in the project.
After this, Hans Wiesenegger began his presentation on flood forecasting in the State of Salzburg.
He started by giving a short overview over flood characteristics and historical records of floods
that are specific to the Salzburg region. He also explained how Salzburg used to use cannons to
warn the population of an incoming flood. Afterwards he explained the model Salzburg uses called
HYDRIS (Hydrologisches InformationsSystem zur Hochwasservorhersage) to forecast floods. It
was developed at the University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences in Vienna. Due to good
contacts to various companies such as Salzburg AG and Verbund, the State is able to include more
data in their model to strengthen its prediction capabilities. He mentions how they have improved

communications due to mistakes in the past such as during the year 2013 where they thought
they had communicated that a flood was coming, but used convoluted and confusing terms.
Afterwards they held a meeting and were able to specify the language used to improve
communications. Due to the Regensburger treaty, there is a transnational cooperation between
the State of Bavaria and Austria, which includes yearly meetings and data exchange.
After this presentation, Franz Higer presented the system used in the State of Lower Austria and
Upper Austria. He started with some historical details, such as that horse riders from Salzburg
would ride to Linz and then to Vienna to warn the city of an incoming flood and there would still
be enough time to print this news in the newspapers.
The abilities of the forecasters to give correct predictions is directly correlated with the accuracy
and amount of data they receive. After the catastrophic flood of 2002, Lower Austria included
precipitation data to improve their capabilities. He then introduced the system used in Lower
Austria called the ZAMG: INCA-opt System and then explained the procedures of how flood
forecasting is done and then how and where the relevant information is given out to the public.
Lower Austria has 8 plus 1 forecast stations along the Danube, this allows forecasting for around
the next 48 hours. These forecasts are recalculated on an hourly basis and published four times
daily. Franz Higer also discussed the accuracy of these forecast and problems they face. As an
example: their system is specialized for flooding, not for baseflow. They also focus on rate of wave
rise and the apex of waves. He also explained in detail where issues with forecasting can come
from, for example from incomplete or wrongly measured data or when the information arrives
too late. Franz Higer also highlighted how Lower Austria communicates when there is a flood.
During normal times there are daily controls of the system and the data transfer. There is also a
permanent on-call service line. During flooding the information center is permanently occupied
by at least two people. Anyone is able to call this center if in need of information.
In the following discussion, the various representatives of the hydrology departments talked
about an exercise that was undertaken between Vienna, Lower and Upper Austria to train for the
case of floods at the End of 2018. Over 1.000 people took part in this exercise. Overall the
statements were very positive about the outcome. Communication and cooperation have been
improved, especially when compared to the flood year of 2002.
Wolfgang Löhr from the Hafen Wien company said they don’t really need any further hydrological
related data. Ice does not affect them as they have an icebreaker to keep the ports operational in
the winter and they have all necessary data and access to data in case of flooding to be able to
close and secure the ports in case of a forecasted flood.

After a lunch break Reinhold Godina from the Ministry of Sustainability and Tourism held a
presentation about eHYD, the internet platform in Austria for hydrological services. eHYD is a
website that collects hydrographical data and analyses. Access to the platform is free for certain
historical parameters (precipitation, water level, water temperature, drain, groundwater level,
delivery of a spring and more). Reinhold Godina mentions that some of the most accessed and/or
used variables on the platform are downpour, information on surface water and ground water. If
certain values for certain key variables are exceeded, then eHYD will issue a warning. Information
will be summarized to be distributed via links to the website of the hydrographical services of the
various states. Special analyses such as design depth of precipitation, average annual rainfall etc.
but also maps of certain information are available on the eHYD platform. For the future, there are
plans to make the eHYD platform available also for mobile devices such as tables, smartphones
and so on.
After this presentation, Friedrich Wölfelmaier from the Zentralanstalt für Meterologie und
Geodynamik (ZAMG) presented the project EFFORS (Enhanced Flood Forecasting System for
Critical Infrastructure Protection in Medium Size Alpine Catchments). EFFORS is a tool to
specialize on flood forecasting on small scale and local regions. The calculation and forecasting
happen in real-time and on 2D projections. The tool is capable of hourly forecasting and client
specific wishes and needs. The tool is also able to calculate and forecast floods in feeder rivers.
The system has a high level of reliability, achieved with the integration of satellite and terrestrial
data transfer.
The Last presentation was held by Ulrich Haberl from Verbund Trading GmbH. Verbund is the
largest energy provider in Austria and 90% of its power is created via hydropower. The company
uses its own tool for flood forecasting called EPV-ProVis (Energiewirtschaftliche Planung Verbund
Prognose Visualisierung). Verbund has 127 hydropower plants along various rivers in Bavaria
and Austria, which created 28.864 GWh in 2018. Water inflow forecast is one of the most
important parts for water management for the company. Since the water level (be it high or low)
determines how much power can be created, Verbund has its own forecast system to be
independent and able to specialize on their own needs. It also is one of the leading indicators used
in extreme situations such as dispatching. At certain thresholds (such as 4000m³/s water at the
powerplant in Greifenstein along the Danube) emergency protocols are activated, that are highly
regulated. At that point the forecasting isn’t as relevant anymore. However, an issue is that it is
often required to know on Thursday if this threshold will be met or surpassed on the weekend,
which isn’t an easy task. Ulrich Haberl also highlights what some of the key operative challenges
are that Verbund faces. These are unsurprisingly similar to the ones already raised by the previous

presenters: measurement errors, monitoring density, switching off of radar, forecast errors,
physical illustration important processes etc. Also, model uncertainty is an issue. A 1x1 km gird
is too rough to make depict hydrological processes. Verbund AG requires much more precise
information.
That concluded the presentations, after this the standardized questionnaire was handed out and
filled in by the participants. After this the meeting was finished.
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Minutes - Knowledge exchange workshops on flood and ice forecasting
Bratislava, Slovakia 11.9.2019
On 11 September 2019, a knowledge exchange workshop on flood and ice forecasting took place in
Bratislava with 60 participants. The participants were coming to registration between 8:30 to 9:30 a.m.

1. Opening
The workshop was open by Lucia Cizmaziova who introduced the general director of Slovak
Hydrometeorological Institute (SHMU) Martin Benko and other representatives of the project. Next,
Benko held a short speech where he emphasized how important are the high quality data in hydrological
modelling and thus the potential of DAREFFORT project for participating countries.

2. DAREFFORT and flood and ice forecasting
First block of presentations was open by Valeria Wendlova who presented the main targets and ideas of
the DAREFFORT project. She explained its possible use in different fields of hydrological praxis,
commented the main expected outputs from all work packages and showed its promotional video in
slovak language.
No questions followed.

3. Hydrological forecasting service
Next, Danica Leskova, the head of Hydrological Forecasts and Warnings department in SHMU gave a
presentation on the main concepts, developments and current stage of Hydrological forecasting service
in Slovakia. She reminded the most important legislative regulations that the service must respect and
fulfil. For an easier orientation and a better overview of all available information that the service provided,
she showed the participants the hydrological section of SHMU´s website. Leskova next commented and
explained all different warnings. Special cases of floods are ice floods. Leskova described the methods of
SHMU to monitor winter hydrological phenomena such as snow cover, snow water equivalent or ice
phenomena on streams and showed a video of a catastrophic ice flood on Bystrica River in 2012.
No questions followed.

4. Hydrological forecasts and uncertainties
Last, Michaela Mikulickova, a forecaster at the Hydrological Forecasts and Warnings department in SHMU
gave a presentation about hydrological modelling and its uncertainties. She started by showing the
website of SHMU and the current stage of publishing forecasts in deterministic form for 48 hours. The
forecasts were run automatically four times a day by two hydrological models HBV and HEC-HMS that she
shortly described. Next, Mikulickova showed an example of forecasts for an event whereby she
emphasized the uncertainty of meteorological input data. Consequently, she explained how showing
known uncertainties can be beneficial for issuing more precise and correct forecasts – probabilistic
forecasting. Finally, she stated that the Slovak hydrological forecasting service planned to publish
ensemble forecasts in short time.
No questions followed.

5. DAREnet
After a short coffee break, Martin Kostolny from the International Security and Emergency Management
Institute (ISEMI) gave a presentation on the Horizon 2020 project DAREnet. He started by reasoning why
this project was submitted as well as what are challenges of the project. The main goal of the project is to
identify innovative initiatives from practitioners in water management and creating a common
interinstitutional and international network of experts in this field. Another benefit of the project is to
help drafted projects to finish them and eventually submit to the European Commission. He encouraged
practitioners to join the DAREnet Community to share knowledge and experience on different problems
they might encounter. Finally, he explained that the project runs in yearly cycles that repeat four times.
At the end, he showed the website of the project as well as a platform cmt for communication, event
planning and uploading of initiatives that everyone can join.

6. Workshop and discussion
After lunch followed an active part of the workshop, where the participants shared their experience and
opinions on products of SHMU´s Hydrological Forecasts and Warnings department. First, Eva Kopacikova
resumed 40 answers from the previously distributed questionnaire. The main outcomes were:
•
•
•
•
•

Experts are generally satisfied with the quality of hydrological information and think that the
services improved over past 3-4 years.
Experts have main interest in warnings for fluvial and flash floods.
Up to 50% of experts stated that they only need 30 min to 1 hour forecast lead-time. Another 35%
need 3 to 6 hours.
About 46% of responders would appreciate a training.
Several participants of the workshop stated they have experience with e-learning tools.

Next, the participants were split into four groups to participate in an active workshop. Representatives of
hydrological forecasting service prepared questions and redistributed them into 4 topics: New products,
Warnings I., Warnings II. and Website with following feedback:

6.1. Stand 1 – New products
Everyone would appreciate hydrological forecasts joint with flood risk maps and a portal at SHMU´s
website focusing on emergency events related to floods, droughts, forest fires, warnings etc. It should
comprise several layers on maps. A joint system where SHMU, Civil protection and other interested
parties could add information would be welcome by all. Unfortunately, information from the Ministry
of Interior are protected with high level of security and thus could never enter such a system.
Moreover, experts suggested a mobile application, map services as WMS, WFS, WCS, trainings etc.

6.2. Stand 2 – Warnings I
All participants understand the warnings well, read the text inside them and can differentiate
meteorological and hydrological forecasts. However, roughly, 40% would like to receive them joint,
the rest would like to leave them separate or only unite their format. In addition, the experts would
like a new type of warnings for urban floods and more detailed geolocation of expected events.

6.3. Stand 3 – Warnings II
Concerning reliability of warnings, about 50% of participants found them reliable, and 12,5% for each
of sufficient, too frequent, imprecise or do not know options. The participants would also more prefer

false warnings rather then missed events. Lead-time and need for spatial resolution depends on
organisation where participants work and size of stream that is supposed to be hit. Nonstop working
services prefer a shorter lead-time with a more precise information, others the opposite. The
participants would also appreciate probabilistic information included in forecasts and warnings.

6.4. Stand 4 – Website
Experts are generally satisfied with the SHMU´s website and state that they can find there everything
they need. Especially, they appreciate the possibility of watching forecasts in the graphical form
instead of only a numerical forecasted value for a specific time. The majority of them also reads the
daily updated texts of expected developments for whole basins. The most frequently suggested
improvements include enhancement of maps (better zooming, additional layers, geolocation),
publishing pictures from webcams on streams and adding links for a quicker orientation in emergency
management.

7. Conclusion
At the end, Danica Lešková closed the workshop. Based on statements of the participants of the
meeting it is possible to say that the professional public is interested in hydrological data, forecasts
and warnings. Participants use them directly in their practice and would welcome such meetings even
after the end of the project.
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1. Introduction
The first national knowledge exchange workshop and project dissemination was organized by the
Croatian Waters, Department of Water Management Institute, 30th, October, 2019 in Croatian
Water, Croatia within the thematic WP2 and WP5: DISSEMINATION EVENT DAREFFORT AND WP5.
KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE WORKSHOP. Invitations were sent to over 388 stakeholders and
employees of Croatian Waters via e-mail, as well as through individual telephone calls and it was
open to public. 29 stakeholders attended the workshop. Total number of event participants was
85.

The main goals of the event were:
•

Presentation of project DAREFFORT to public and distribution of promotion materials

•

Introduction of workshop’s goals and themes

•

Questionnaire – the significance to the project and instructions on how to fill

•

Presentation of the “VEPAR Project - Improvement of Non-Structural Flood Risk
Management in Croatia – Water and Environmental Monitoring, Analysis and Solutions
(VEPAR)” and reference to common goals

•

Presentation of the “METMONIC Project - Modernization of te National Weather
Observation Network” and reference to common goals

•

Presentation of the Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment 2018 and relevance of current
flood protection work to project implementation by Croatian Waters

•

Questionnaire output (5.)- presentation: share of experiences and good practices in the
field of Educational issues for hydrological monitoring and forecasting, especially related
to e-learning approach, experience in using e-learning material, for supporting training
activities in the field of hydrological monitoring and forecasting, example, experience,
recommendations, proposals for focus, subject and thematic of the e-learning course,
using e-learning tools for training peoples involved in operational flood forecasting and
warnings activitie.

•

Open discussion on DAREFFORT project influence on flood risk assessment and its’
implementation
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The translated workshop invitation and agenda are attached below.

Dear Madam/Sir,

It gives us pleasure to invite you to the public event and national workshop of the “DAREFFORT
Project - Danube River Basin Enhanced Flood Forecasting Cooperation”. The public event
and workshop will be held on Wednesday, 30 October 2019 on the premises of Hrvatske vode, on the
ground floor in Josip Juraj Strossmayer Hall, Ulica grada Vukovara 220, 10000 Zagreb, starting at 11:00
a.m., with the following programme:

1. Introduction
2. Presentation of the “DAREFFORT Project - Danube River Basin Enhanced Flood Forecasting
Cooperation” (http://www.interreg-danube.eu/approved-projects/dareffort) and instructions on how
to fill in the questionnaire, Daria Čupić
3. Presentation of the “VEPAR Project - Improvement of Non-Structural Flood Risk Management
in Croatia – Water and Environmental Monitoring, Analysis and Solutions (VEPAR)”
(https://www.voda.hr/hr/novosti/hrvatske-vode-obiljezile-143-godinu-organiziranog-upravljanjavodama-u-hrvatskoj-dan), Mariela Sijekavica Klepo
4. Presentation of the “METMONIC Project - Modernization of te National Weather Observation
Network” (http://meteo.hr/istrazivanje.php?section=projekti&param=projekti_u_tijeku&el=metmonic ),

Nataša Strelec Mahović
5. Presentation of the Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment 2018 (https://www.voda.hr/hr/prethodnaprocjena-rizika-od-poplava-2018), Darko Barbalić
6. Discussion

The presentation will last 30 minutes each. The workshop is expected to finish around 1:30 pm.

Yours sincerely,

Hrvatske vode
Head of Department of Development
Danko Biondić

Figure 1. Event invitation
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DAREFFORT
DANUBE RIVER BASIN ENHANCED FLOOD FORECASTING COOPERATION
Zagreb, 30.10.2019.
FIRST NATIONAL WORKSHOP AND DISSEMINATION EVENT
Venue:
Premises of Hrvatske vode
Josip Juraj Strossmayer Hall
Ulica grada Vukovara 220
10000 Zagreb
Croatia
TIME
10:30-11:00
11:00-11:10

11:10-11:30

11:30 – 11:35
11:35-12:00

12:00-12:30

12:30- 13:00
13:00-13:30

TOPIC
REGISTRATION
WELCOME
Danko Biondić (Hrvatske vode)
Welcome address
DAREFFORT
Daria Čupić (Hrvatske vode)
Dareffort Project – Danube River Basin
Enhanced Flood Forecasting Cooperation
INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO FILL IN THE
QUESTIONNAIRE
PRESENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL PROJECT
“Improvement of Non-Structural Flood Risk
Management in Croatia – Water and
Environmental Monitoring, Analysis and
Solutions” (VEPAR)
Mariela Sijekavica (Hrvatske vode)
PRESENTATION OF PROJECT “MODERNIZATION
OF THE NATIONAL WEATHER OBSERVATION
NETWORK IN CROATIA” (METMONIC)
Nataša Strelec Mahović (DHMZ)
PRELIMINARY FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT 2018
Darko Barbalić (Hrvatske vode)
FINAL DISCUSSION
Figure 2. Event agenda
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2. Minutes
The workshop was opened by introductory words from the Head of Department of Development
of Croatian Waters dr.sc. Danko Biondić. He welcomed all ateendees and wished for a successful
workshop.
The invited lecturers are all renowned experts in their field of research with relevant work
experience. Daria Čupić from Croatian Water is a hydrogeology expert and the project partner
leader who presented the project goals, thematic packages, meaning of the project Dareffort
results to the field of flood protection in general, the status quo of flood and ice forecasting in
Croatia, the effort Croatian Waters generally make in flood defence as the national agency and
flood risk assessment done by Croatian Waters in River Basin Management Plans.

Mariela Sjekavica Klepo, civil engineer expert from Croatian Waters, presented international
project “Improvement of Non-Structural Flood Risk Management in Croatia – Water and
Environmental Monitoring, Analysis and Solutions” (VEPAR). She stressed out the aim of the
VEPAR project. This project has to improve the non-construction flood risk management
measures under the responsibility of project beneficiaries, Croatian Waters and Croatian
Meteorological and Hydrological Service, which will achieve the targeted result of flood risk
reduction in the Republic of Croatia, with other positive results related to improvements in
monitoring, analysis and finding optimal solutions for the integral and sustainable management
of water, the aquatic environment and flood risks in the Republic of Croatia. Considering the
comprehensiveness of the project, significant impacts are expected in all aspects of flood risk
management and achieving a targeted result in terms of reducing flood risk across the entire
Republic of Croatia. In addition to directly influencing the increase in the effectiveness of the
implementation of non-construction measures such as the establishment of flood forecasting
systems and early warning or direct flood protection, the project will also significantly improve
the systematic planning of the implementation of construction flood risk management measures,
all through improved techno-economic analysis and optimizing potential measures. Considering
that the same will be implemented on the basis of improved databases and improved study
documentation, significant socio-economic benefits are expected. These benefits will be
realized through optimization of individual measures and optimization of the order of their
construction, while encouraging the implementation of green infrastructure measures, which
will maximize the socio-economic benefits (reduction of flood risk) from the implementation of
the overall program of measures required to achieve the strategic goals set out in the
Management Strategy Water (SUV) and Flood Risk Management Plan (PURP).

Nataša Strelec Mahović from Croatian Meteorological and Hydrological Service as leader of the
international project METOMONIC and expert in forecasting presented the project. The purpose
of the strategic project "Modernisation of the National Weather Observation Network in Croatia METMONIC is the establishment of a modern and high quality system of automatic surface
meteorological stations, meteorological-oceanographic buoys and remote measurement systems,
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including meteorological radars. In total, 450 modern automatic meteorological systems will
provide traceable, reliable, high quality and timely information on the state of the atmosphere
and the sea throughout the territory of the Republic of Croatia. This will allow continuous
monitoring of weather, climate and climate change and will improve early-warning of hazardous
weather in order to support adaptation systems to climate change and natural disasters, thus
providing direct support to sustainable development, increasing security and preserving human
lives and goods. Analysis of the current meteorological observation network and its supporting
technical, informational and organizational systems confirms that there is a great need to
increase the availability of measured climate variables as well as the analyses of climate
conditions for the needs of different economic branches and public activities. The need to carry
out the METMONIC project is justified and supported through several national documents.
The key components of the project are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modernization and improvement of surface meteorological measurements
Modernization and improvement of upper-air meteorological measurements
Modernization and improvement of the meteorological radar network
Establishment of a measurement system of meteorological-oceanographic buoys
Enhancement and modernization of the system for receiving, processing, controlling and
storing data and ensuring data availability
Improvement of the meteorological calibration laboratory
Improvements in monitoring of trace elements in the ecosystem.

Modernization of the observation network in all segments of the observation system will ensure
full and homogeneous coverage of the land and the territorial sea with meteorological,
oceanographic and radar measurements, enable the availability of all measured data for public,
as well as the modern and comprehensive ability to calibrate observation sensors.
The project will significantly contribute to:
•
•
•
•
•

Improvement of early-warnings to severe weather and natural disasters
Development of human, technical and scientific capacities
International exchange of information
Developing products tailored to the needs of users in order to achieve sustainable
development
Modernization of all components of the DHMZ observation system, easier access to its
archives and databases and accompanying infrastructure.

Current and archived data will be publicly available on the DHMZ website and will serve research
institutions, non-governmental organizations and interested users, especially in the research
related to climate change and its impact on vulnerable sectors.

Darko Barbalić as the hydrology expert with a lot of experience in flood risk assessment for River
Basin Management Plan presented Preliminary flood risk assessment 2018 in Croatia - the
recognized gaps and issues, as well as the integrated approach to flood protection and risk
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assessment. His presentation stressed the importance of non-structural measures and climate
change effects which must be taken into account during any flood risk planning.

3. Event outcomes and conclusions
Danube River Basin basic hydrological and meteorological data in the closes possible real time
standard format and validated long time data for flood risk management in the project
DAREFFORT pilot area will be systematized by Croatian partners in Danube HIS.
29 Questionnaires filled by stakeholders for the purpose of the output 5.- share of experiences
and good practices in the field of Educational issues for hydrological monitoring and forecasting,
especially related to e-learning approach, experience in using e-learning material, for supporting
training activities in the field of hydrological monitoring and forecasting, example, experience,
recommendations, proposals for focus, subject and thematic of the e-learning course, using elearning tools for training peoples involved in operational flood forecasting and warnings
activities.

Promotional materials in the form brochures, textile based bags and umbrellas with project
DAREFFORT and Croatian Waters logo were distributed for dissemination purposes:

Figure 3. Promotional materials and logos
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4. Moderated discussion
A moderated discussion led by Danko Biondić ensued after the presentations. The discussion was
a two-way, productive interaction between CW experts and stakeholders.
Some of the highlighted topics were:
•

Significance of fast sharing of the hydrological and meteorological data in the closes
possible real time standard format

•

The importance of continuous and living cooperation with Croatian Meteorological and
Hydrological Service as Croatian Waters are responsible for flood defence on the national
level and Croatian Meteorological and Hydrological Service are the national
meteorological service and national service responsible for dangerous weather
phenomena forecasting

•

Improvements of monitoring of weather, climate and climate change to support climate
change adaptation systems and response to natural disasters are highly important

•

The analysis of the current situation has shown that there is a great need to increase the
availability of measured data on climate variables and the analysis of climate
opportunities for the needs of the national economic and public activities.

•

Establishment of a modern system of automatic ground-based meteorological stations,
meteorological-oceanographic buoys and remote atmospheric measurement systems,
including a system of meteorological radars to provide traceable, representative, highquality, reliable and timely information on the state of the atmosphere and the sea
throughout the Republic of Croatia is needed.

Dragica Kvesić, expert from private company Proning d.o.o. (Ltd), asked why Bosnia and
Hercegovina (BIH) is not involved in DAREFFORT project activities taken in consideration it is
also a Danube country. Daria Čupić and Danko Biondić as experts from Croatian Waters replied
that every country was able apply, but BIH did not. However, as BIH is member of ICPDR, very
soon they will have contribute in Danube HIS trough ICPDR.
Zoran Hebar, architect from Association of architects (NGO), emphasized the importance of
flood risk planning calculations while developing urban plans and especially for cultural heritage
urbanistic planning. Darko Barbalić, flood risk planning expert from Croatian Waters, explained
how Flood Risk Plan are calculated and how urban planning is starting to be a part of it.
Neven Kuspilić, ex dean and full-time professor of hydro engineering from the Faculty of Civil
Engineering in Zagreb and a specialist in river and maritime constructions, asked about
establishment of meteorological-oceanographic measurement system.
Branka Ivančan Picek, head of Croatian Meteorological and Hydrological Service, replied that
through project METMONIC establishment of meteorological – oceanographic measurement
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system is currently in development, including five monitoring points: Kvarner, Blitvenica, Viški
Kanal, Palagruža and Molunat.

5. Photos
The pictures were taken by Ivana Čagalj, the projects Finance and Communication manager from
CW.

Figure 4. Public presentation part of the event

Figure 5. PhD Danko Biondić during public presentation of the project
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Figure 6. Daria Čupić, MSc during public presentation of the project

Figure 7. PhD Mariela Sijekavica Klepo during her presentation
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Figure 8. PhD Nataša Strelec Mahović during her presentation

Figure 9. PhD Darko Barbalić during his presentation
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Figure 10. Daria Čupić, MSc during the workshop part of the event

Figure 11. Moderated discussion
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Figure 12. Moderated discussion
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6. Questionnaires output
29 Questionnaires were filled by stakeholders and analysed for the purpose of project
DAREFFORT output (5.), 27 Croatian Waters employees also filled the questionnaires but as their
results were not usable for project purposes, data was collected for Croatian Waters internal
database.
1. Stakeholder general information
1.1. Country: Croatia = 29 (all)
1.2. Organisations: Croatian Meteorological and Hydrological Service, Rittmeyer d.o.o. (Ltd), Faculty of civil
engineering in Zagreb, Faculty of civil engineering and architecture in Osijek, Croatian Electricity
Company HEP (PLC), Proning DHI d.o.o. (Ltd), Water Supply and Drainage d.o.o. (Ltd), Croatian
Bureau of Statistics, Zagreb University of applied sciences, Institute for electricity and energy (IE Zagreb)
d.o.o. (Ltd); Slap (NGO), Vita projekt d.o.o. (Ltd), Ministry of Environment and Energy of the Republic of
Croatia
2. Hydrological information and forecasts – channels of delivery:
2.1. Do you normally receive hydrological information and forecasts?
(a) Yes = 24
(b) No = 8

2.2. If yes, how do you usually get this information?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Directly from hydrological service = 11
Hydrological service website = 11
Other websites = 8
Television = 12
Radio = 9
Newspaper = 4
Mobile telephones = 11
Other sources (please specify): = 1 “scientific publications”

2.3. How easy is it for you to understand the hydrological information and forecasts products?
(a) Easy = 20
(b) Neutral = 9
(c) Difficult = 0

3. Use of the hydrological information and forecasts:
3.1. Do you normally use hydrological information and forecasts in your current activities?
(a) Yes = 22
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(b) No = 7

3.2. How often do you use hydrological information and forecasts in your current activities?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Daily = 14
Weekly = 3
Once a month = 6
Rarely = 6

3.3. How useful do you consider the hydrological forecasts and warnings products you receive?
(a) Very useful = 10
(b) Useful = 19
(c) Not useful = 0

3.4. Based on your experience, please comment on the following aspects regarding hydrological information
and forecasts products:
Very good

Good

Accuracy

6

23

Timeliness

7

21

Access

13

16

Bad

Very bad

1

3.5. Compared to 3 – 4 years ago, hydrological forecasts and warnings are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

More useful = 11
About the same = 12
Less useful = 0
Don’t know / No comment = 5

3.6. Compared to 3 – 4 years ago, how do you rate the current availability of hydrological information and
forecasts:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Significantly improved = 8
Slightly improved = 15
About the same = 5
Less available = 0
Don’t know / No comment = 2
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3.7. Which elements would be of most interest to you in hydrological forecasts:
Very
interested

Interested

Somewhat
interested

Not
interested

Hydrological
warnings –
fluvial floods
on medium
and
large
scale

13

19

7

Hydrological
warnings –
flash floods

16

18

6

Water level

19

15

7

Discharge

21

14

8

River
ice
phenomena

8

15

13

6

Deterministic
forecasts

8

14

15

2

Ensemble /
probabilistic
forecasts

10

8

18

2

3.8. How much warning lead time do you need to properly take actions / make decisions?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

30 minutes = 3
1 hour = 3
3 – 6 hours = 3
12 – 24 hours = 11
2 – 3 days = 4
More than 3 days = 1
Other (please specify): = 3 (no specified answer)

4. Proposals and recommendations:
4.1. Do you need assistance / training in the interpretation / understanding of the hydrological information
and forecasts?
(a) Yes = 5
(b) No = 23
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4.2. Kindly provide your suggestions to improve the effective dissemination of the hydrological information
and forecasts?
Greater presence on TV, involving as many participants as possible from different profession
domains. Increased availability on social networks. Direct delivery or web service to interested
parties, customizing product users. Hydrological information along the Danube basin should be
better visible on the media and websites. By creating web portals with customization of different
categories of users, accessibility of web pages. Education of citizens, schools, their relationship with
the local community. Establishment of a web service, development of an application for access to
hydrological data and forecasts for improvement of flood alerts in meteorological alarm, improvement
of hydro meteorological instrumentation and communication information system.

4.3. Kindly provide your suggestions for development of new hydrological information and forecast products?
Improvement of existing AVS and system functions; Development of evaluation module,
determination of efficiency measures of hydrological prognostic models; Educational info centers;
Development of mobile applications for frequent monitoring hydrological and meteoro forecasts, 3hour, from multiple models connection of meteorological and hydrological forecasts (Precipitationflow); Data exchange experiences for torrential floods can be used in other areas; Spatial coverage
of floods in real time
We would like to keep in contact with you as we value your feedback very much. What methods
would you like in order for us to maintain contact?
(a) Telephone calls = 1
(b) E-mail = 28
(c) Attending other user workshops = 9
(d) Web based feedback forms = 1
(e) Other (please specify): = 0

Figure 10. Questionnaires results (marked red) summary
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5.Participation list
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WP5 National Knowledge Exchange Workshop

PP7 Romania
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MINUTES
WP5 National Knowledge Exchange Workshop, Romania
Danube River Basin Enhanced Flood Forecasting Cooperation – DAREFFORT
Project code: DTP2-064-2.1
19 of September 2019, Bucharest
Venue: Conference Room “Academy”, Ramada Majestic Hotel, Calea Victoriei
Street 38-40, Bucharest
Total number of participants: 18
(See the scanned participants list)
Project Partner Organizer: National Institute of Hydrology and Water
Management (NIHWM)
The DAREFFORT National Knowledge Exchange Workshop for Romania, was organized
as a back-to-back meeting together with the national dissemination event.
Representatives from the following Stakeholders participated to the event: Ministry of
Water and Forests, “Romanian Waters” National Administration, General Inspectorate for
Emergency Situation, Hydropower Company “HIDROELECTRICA”, Lower Danube
Navigation Administration, Navigable Channels Administration, National Company for
Road Infrastructure Administration.
The workshop was open by Marius Matreata, director of National Hydrological Forecasts
Centre – National Institute of Hydrology and Water Management (NIHWM), presenting
the purposes of the two events, introducing the participants and the invited institutions.
The first part of the National Knowledge Exchange Workshop was common with the
National Dissemination Event. In this part, Marius Matreata presented the main
objectives, activities, expected results and output of the DAREFFORT project.
He gave also a general presentation of the technical work packages (WP3 - “EVALUATION
OF FORECASTING”, WP4 – “HARMONIZED DATA EXCHANGE”, WP5 – “KNOWLEDGE
TRANSFER”), with emphasis on the NIHWM contribution within the project.
The second part of the workshop, was dedicated to the knowledge exchange with
stakeholders, but the participants from other institutions, who participated in the
dissemination event, were also invited to join the meeting.
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The workshop started with a brief introduction to the discussions with the participants
about their experiences related to the use of hydrological forecasts and warning products
in their activities.
Marius Matreata gave a detailed presentation of the questionnaire dedicated to the
stakeholders, with the mention that it should be completed and sent by email along with
the recommendations and related questions.
After that, Marius Matreata introduced the proposed topics for discussions, gave a short
presentation of the components and capabilities of the current National Flood Forecasting
System, which is use by the National Hydrological Forecast Centre, and review the main
hydrological forecasts and warning products that are available on the NIHWM web page.
A discussion was conducted on the role and benefits of international cooperation,
between National Hydrological Forecasts Centres, in other regional projects coordinated
by WMO, respectively the South East Europe Flash Flood Guidance System (SEEFFG)
which is already operational, and the South East Europe Multi Hazard Early Warning
Advisory System which is just started, and it is planned to be implemented in the next 5
years.
Marius Matreata initiated a discussion on flash flood forecasts and warnings, he
mentioned the particularities of these dangerous hydrological phenomena, the associated
very high uncertainties both at the level of input data (QPE and QPF) but also at the level
of hydrological models taking into account that flash flood events are occurring mainly in
ungauged small river basins, uncertainty which represent a great challenge for the
forecasters. He also mentioned that one of the clearest impacts of the climate change in
the next years is the increase of frequency of occurrence and severity of flash floods
events, and that further development of the flash floods forecasting and warnings
methodologies and models represent a major priority for NIHWM for the next period.
Pompiliu Mita had an intervention, regarding the particularities and related issues for
increasing the lead time of floods forecasting and warning for very small basins, where
the time of rise is very short (under 30 minutes).
Marius Matreata presented the ongoing cooperation with the Emergency Management
Inspectorate in order to include the dissemination of flash floods or other immediate
hydrological dangerous phenomena warning messages in the new RO ALERT System.
He also emphasized a potential solution for improving the flash floods forecasting system
and increasing the flash floods warning lead time by adopting probabilistic forecasts and
warnings, but that will imply also the need to prepare and train the institutions who will
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use these new kind of forecasting and warnings to be able to adapt their intervention
procedures and decision making process to these new products.
Catalin Popescu, from the HIDROELECTRICA Hydropower Company, ask for clarification
and more information on ensemble and probabilistic hydrological forecasts.
An explanatory discussion on probabilistic and ensemble forecasts was conducted by
Marius Matreata, with an emphasis on the generation mechanism, type of products, their
added value in connection with the forecasts associated uncertainty, as support for better
hydrological forecasting products.
He indicated that the National System does not have now this capability, but it is planned
to be added in the new national modernization project WATMAN II, in the next 3 – 4 years.
He also presented the NIHWM cooperation as partner within European Operational EFAS
System, which main objective is to produced ensemble and probabilistic hydrological
forecasts products up to 10 days lead time, products that due to the high associeated
uncertainty are dedicated to be used only by the National Hydrological Forecast Centres
as supplemental support information in their activity, for increasing the flood warnings
lead time.
Pompiliu Mita, the President of Honour of the Romanian Association of Hydrological
Sciences presented a brief history of the monitoring and forecasting methodologies for
dangerous ice phenomena on the rivers in Romania, especially concerning the Romanian
sector of the Danube. He indicated that in some cases, the historical maximum recorded
water level was generated by very severe ice on river phenomena.
Also, the issue of implementing the e-learning tool was proposed for discussion for the
last part of the event.
Gabriela Morosanu, from the Institute of Geography opened the discussion about the gap
between academic training and the activity of research institutes and proposed ideas for
collaboration on specialized training on new products. She also presented some elearning platforms used in her work. The limitations, difficulties and advantages of these
e-learning platforms were discussed.
The needs for continuous training, specialization of personnel, was discussed after that,
especially taking into consideration the personnel frequent change, difficulty in assuring
the personnel stability, which raise the needs for acceleration of the training process, one
solution, in particular for the operational activities, could be to use in the training process
“Flood Forecasting System” simulator tools.
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George Ionas, representative of the Ministry of Environment presented the experience of
a partnership for a pilot course in a master's degree at Lucian Blaga University in Sibiu.
Radu Drobot, representative of Technical University of Construction of Bucharest (UTCB)
presented the experience of participating in a complex e-learning course within an
international collaboration.
Marius Matreata presented the summary and main conclusions of the workshop, and
reminded the participants to send by e-mail the completed questionnaires and related
recommendations.
Most of the participants indicated that they are very interested in the hydrological data,
forecasts and warnings products, and they would welcome such meetings towards the
end of the project, or even after the end of the project, to see the final projects results.
After this the meeting was finished.
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MINUTES
Expert workshop on knowledge exchange WP5
Deliverable - D 5.1.1 (PP8)
Danube River Basin Enhanced Flood Forecasting Cooperation – DAREFFORT
Project code: DTP2-064-2.1
25th September 2019, Pleven, Bulgaria
Venue: hotel Balkan, Pleven, bul. „Rouse“ 85, 5800 Pleven
Total number of participants: 21
Participants:
PP8 team - Snezhanka Balabanova, Georgy Koshinchanov, Valeriya Yordanova, Silviya Stoyanova, Nikolay
Nedkov, Mariana Asenova
Pavel Vaptsarov (director National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology Branch Pleven)
Ivan Borisov Kalamerov (Chief Expert in Danube River Basin Directorate-Pleven /DRBD/ at The Ministry
of Environment and Water )
Vesela Komarevska (Danube River Basin Directorate-Pleven /DRBD/ at The Ministry of Environment and
Water)
Teodora Georgieva (Regional Directorate "Fire Safety and Population Protection" , Pleven)
Ivan Atanasov (head expert Hydraulic engineering in Kozloduy NPP)
Desislava Bratoeva (Irrigation systems branch of the lower Danube)
Boyan Mihaylov (Irrigation systems branch of Vidin)
Further participants: representatives of regional Irrigation systems, Water Supply and Sewerage Ltd. and
NGO

Minutes of expert workshop on knowledge
exchange Bulgaria, Pleven 25th September 2019
25th of September 2019 (11:00 – 14:00)
11:00 Registration

11:20 – 11:30 Opening of the event (Assoc. Prof. eng. Snezhanka Balabanova)
Snezhanka Balabanova welcomed the participants and guests

11:30 – 12:20 TOPIC 1: Presentation

1. HYDROLOGICAL FORECASTINGS, FORECASTING SYSTEMS, EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS
- eng. Valeriya Yordanova

Minutes of expert workshop on knowledge
exchange Bulgaria, Pleven 25th September 2019
Valeria Yordanova presented the capacity of hydrological forecasts in NIMH (available hydrological
forecasts and warning products and experience in Flash Flood forecasting) and its importance for the
stakeholders.

2. DANUBE RIVER BASIN ENHANCED
DAREFFORT - eng. Silviya Stoyanova

FLOOD

FORECASTING

COOPERATION

-

Silviya Stoyanova presented the project, main objectives of the project, work packages, project
outputs, NIMH activities in the project, the completed tasks up to now.

Georgy Koshinchanov presented summary of the project activities up to now and future plans
of our team.

Minutes of expert workshop on knowledge
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12:20 – 12:40 Coffee break

12:40 – 14:00 TOPIC 2: discussion

Silviya Stoyanova presented summary of the questionnaire. According to the results - most of the
stakeholders are receiving directly from our institute hydrological information. Most of the institutions
prefer graphical view of the Hydrological forecasts. Most of the stakeholders has stated that they use
everyday hydrological information and forecasts. Most of stakeholders has stated that for them 12-24 hours
is enough warning lead time for taking actions (make decisions). The second preferred answer was 2-3 days
warning lead time. Recommendations from the stakeholders: to give access to the NRT data, to emphasize
on the mobile applications and social media in the future development of our work.
The experts on the meeting were kindly asked to fill in the additional questionnaire about the e-learning
module.
Vaptsarov (NIMH - branch Pleven): I'm surprised by the small number of stakeholders that has checked
ensemble forecasts. So in the e-learning it could be included.
Mihaylov (Irrigation Systems) - In those e-learning materials should be included and explained the
ensemble and deterministic forecasts.
Balabanova (NIMH): Also the difference between deterministic and ensemble forecasts should be
definitely one of the topics in those e-learning materials, because when we give you those forecasts the
stakeholders should be aware what are they receiving.
Vaptsarov (NIMH - branch Pleven): Sometimes the quality of the data is not the desired one. We could
not always measure correctly the elements, so in the models sometimes there are gaps or wrong data. So the
ensemble forecasts are manly for that purpose - to play different scenarios.
Balabanova (NIMH): Another issue is that this year (up to now) there was no significant river flood but
there were many pluvial floods. All the meteorological scenarios show no big change in the precipitation
amount over Bulgaria as yearly sum, but big difference in the distribution within the year. This means more
intensive precipitations will happen in the future. Most problems with those intensive rainfalls arise in the
settlements - where the coverage is asphalt and the capacity of the sewerage systems is limited due to the
fact that they were designed many years ago and can't take the water from the intensive rainfalls which we
see nowadays.
Kalamerov (DRBD): According to the information from the preliminary assessment of the flood risk for
the Danube river Basin show that more than 65 % of the floods are caused by intensive rainfalls (these are
data from 2011). In the recent years this percentage has even increased. So the forecasting products for the
intensive rainfalls are of great importance for us.
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Balabanova (NIMH): We have one model for flash flood forecasting but with this project we want to see
the experience of the other countries in the Danube river basin - they have more conventional and automatic
stations but what is more - they have radar data. Intensive rainfalls usually fall on a very small area and very
often not where the gauge is situated. So without this radar data we cannot say what really caused a given
event.
Komarevska (DRBD): I'm responsible for dissemination the information when the operational bureau at
MOEW is activated. As a result from this project could be the municipalities to be included in the
dissemination of the information - the people are interested from the information coming from you. When
there is danger from floods we are always publishing the information coming from you. One example - last
year when there was danger of floods in Smolyan region a person by occasion saw this warning and
cancelled family vacation in that endangered region. So to summarize this information is of great importance
for the people. We have to improve our work the municipalities and the local authorities.
Balabanova (NIMH): What is your opinion - where should this information be published? Because we are
publishing it in our website but not everyone and everywhere could it be opened and read it. This
information is more or less specialized. So how do you see this dissemination?
Komarevska (DRBD): There are different channels for dissemination of this information: we are using
emails; there is integrated electronic system for exchange of information in the administration. There are
some municipalities which are still not integrated in it. The vision is by the end of this year all municipalities
to be integrated in this system. Each telephone has VIBER or Messenger and mainly in private sector the
information is disseminated through these applications. When talking for the accessibility we are publishing
plain text in order each telephone each computer to be able to open it and people to read it. But we are
always making reference to the MOEW website or NIMH website.
Stoyanova (NIMH) presented the website of the section Hydrological Forecasts. Below is given the part of
the page with short description of the DAREFFORT project and is regularly updated with upcoming events
and news from the project.
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14:00 – Closing the meeting

WP5 National Knowledge Exchange Workshop
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Minutes of the Workshop
Ukrainian Hydromet Center, Kyiv, Ukraine, 6b-Zolotovoriska Str.Room604
September 1,2019
Subject-

Prospect for the DAREFFORT project implementation in Ukraine

The workshop was held in the premises of the Hydromet Center of
Ukraine. It was opened by the UHMC Director Dr.M.Kulbida who made a
short presentation of the Center`s activities with the special impetus on
the hydro- and meteorological forecasting and the Centers achievement
in improving the forecasts accuracy. He also mentioned about the
Center`s international projects and very good international cooperation
both on the by-lateral and regional level.
DAREFFORT coordinator O.Skoropad informed the participants of the
project development and its role and importance for the Danube region,
and in particular for the Ukrainian delta and Zakarpatie regions. The
participants were also informed of the progress achieved on the way
towards the DAREFFORT implementation and on the nearest plans to be
introduced.
The head of hydro-forecasting department Dr.V.Boyko presented the
methodology of forecasting used in UHMC in the Danube river basin
Senior UHMC forecaster V.Korniienko introduced to the participants some
preliminary ideas on the DAREFFORT implementation toolbox and
software products.
The participants had an exchange of views on the cooperation between
UHMC and the customers and partners, discussed the methodology used
by the UHMC in its forecasting work and express their proposals as how to
improve collaboration. Special attention was given to the accuracy of
forecasting and possibilities to have more direct access to information.
The participants agreed that the DAREFFORT project when implemented
DTP2-064-2.1 DAREFFORT – Danube River Basin Enhanced Flood Forecasting Cooperation
The project is funded by the European Union

may bring more benefits for the regions in terms of increasing the
efficiency of hydrological forecasting.
The participants of the workshop express their interest in getting more
information on project development.
2/Agenda-Annex 1
3/List of participants - as in Annex 2
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Annex 1

Ukrainian Hydromet Center, Kyiv, Ukraine, 6b-Zolotovoriska
Str.Room604
September 1,2019…… Workshop
SubjectProspect for the DAREFFORT project implementation in
Ukraine

AGENDA

1/ Welcoming by UHMC, by Dr.M.Kulbida, Director
2/ Introduction of DAREFFORT project by O.Skoropad,project
coordinator
3/Hydrological forecasting methodologies for the Danube basin
river
By V.Bojko and V.Korniienko
4/Discussions, exchange of views.
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Annex 2
List of the participants
nn

name

agency

email

1

M.Kulbida

UHMC, Director

2

V.Bojko

3

O.Skoropad

UHMC,head of
Dpt
Project coord.

kulbida@
meteo.gov.ua
Vic_bojko@
Meteo.gov.ua
omtm@ukr.net

4

O.Galushchenko

5

V.Malyarenko

5

V.Manukalo

6.

S.Madiura

7

O.Kosovets

8.

V.Korniienko

9.

O.Voitsehovych

10. V.Manivchuk
11

Morozov V.

12

Prokopenko V.

Min.ecology
d-r center
NGO on water
problems
UkrNIGMI
Min.region
Chief exp.
Geophisical
Observatory,D-r
Snr.researcher
Ecomonitor
Center
Zak.region HM
Center
Danube ObzervaTori, D-r
Danube Delta
Org.

signature

a.galushchenko@
gmail.com
vmalyarenko@
gmail.com
Vmanukalo@
Ukr.net
madiura@
minregion.gov
aupcgo@
meteo.gov.ua
Viktoria.22.kor@
Ukr.net
0.voitsekhovych@
Gmail.com
vasco@gmc.
uzhgorod.ua
morozov@meteo.
Gov.ua
morozov@
meto.gov.ua
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National Institute of Hydrology and Water Management - NIHWM, Bucharest, Romania
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Introduction
The technical information summarized in this document is derived from the outputs of the 9 national
knowledge exchange expert workshops, on flood and ice forecasting, that were organized by dedicated partner within the activity 5.1. in each of the 9 partner countries (ECONOMICA in Austria,
NIMH BAS in Bulgaria, CW in Croatia, STASA in Germany, OVF in Hungary, NIHWM in Romania, SHMU
in Slovakia, UL in Slovenia, UHMC in Ukraine).
This evaluation report summarizes mainly the results of the questionnaires prepared in WP5 of the
DAREFFORT project, supporting information gathering from stakeholders, but also summarizes some
of the conclusions and recommendations from the knowledge exchange expert workshops.
The number of questionnaires received from stakeholders participating organisations are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1 The number of received questionnaires

No.

Country

Number of
received questionnaires

1

Austria

8

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Bulgaria
Croatia
Germany
Hungary
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Ukraine

19
29
6
9
20
64
24
8

The following tables, presented in this document, reflect the information on hydrological data and
forecasts synthesized by countries. The resulting conclusions are intended to contribute to the improvement of future hydrological forecast and warning products, in order to better serve and support the needs of different stakeholders, in their activities.

1

Channels of delivery

This section aimed at investigating how respondents get access to hydrological data and forecasts
products.
It was found that most of the respondents receive information regarding hydrological forecasts and
warning products directly from hydrological service, and / or from hydrological service websites.
Table 2 shows a summary of the primary / easiest ways of access for the different stakeholders.
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Table 2 Percent of persons using hydrological information and / or hydrological forecasts received
on different communication channels.
Channels of delivery (% of respondents)
Directly
from hydrological service

Hydrological
service website

Other
websites

Television

Radio

Newspaper

Mobile
phones

Other
sources

Austria

62.5

100.0

25.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

12.5

0.0

Bulgaria
Croatia
Germany
Hungary
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Ukraine

31.6
37.9
100.0
22.2
90.0
51.6
16.7
100.0

47.4
37.9
66.7
77.8
35.0
56.3
70.8
100.0

26.3
27.6
50.0
55.6
10.0
10.9
20.8
87.5

15.8
41.4
33.3
0.0
0.0
17.2
29.2
0.0

5.3
31.0
33.3
0.0
0.0
17.2
29.2
0.0

5.3
13.8
16.7
0.0
0.0
4.7
12.5
0.0

0.0
37.9
16.7
22.2
5.0
37.5
12.5
0.0

15.8
3.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
18.8
29.2
0.0

No

Country

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2
2.1

Usage, understanding and usefulness of hydrological information and
forecasts
Understanding of hydrological information and forecasts

Table Hiba! A hivatkozási forrás nem található.number 3 reflects the ease of understanding of the
hydrological information and forecasts for the respondents, grouped by country. Most of them find it
easy to understand the information, although in Croatia and Slovenia the level of understanding is
neutral for 30% of the respondents, and in Hungary 22.2 % consider difficult to understand hydrological information and forecasts products.

Table 3 The ease of understanding of the hydrological information and forecasts by country
The degree of understanding (% of respondents)
No Country
Easy
Neutral
Difficult
1 Austria
75.0
25.0
0.0
2 Bulgaria
78.9
21.1
0.0
3 Croatia
69.0
31.0
0.0
4 Germany
100.0
0.0
0.0
5 Hungary
77.8
0.0
22.2
6 Romania
95.0
5.0
0.0
7 Slovakia
95.3
4.7
0.0
8 Slovenia
66.7
33.3
0.0
9 Ukraine
100.0
0.0
0.0
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2.2

Usage of hydrological information and forecasts

The frequency of use of hydrological information and forecasts, by different stakeholders in their
activities, is described in table number 4. Most of the respondents use the information on a daily
basis and a large percent use it weekly.
The whole sample of respondents from Germany and 90% of the sample from Romania use the information daily.
Table 4 The frequency of use of hydrological information and forecasts
The frequency of use (% of respondents)
No Country Daily Weekly Once a month Rarely
1 Austria
75.0
50.0
0.0
0.0
2 Bulgaria
63.2
15.8
26.3
15.8
3 Croatia
48.3
10.3
20.7
20.7
4 Germany 100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5 Hungary
44.4
11.1
22.2
22.2
6 Romania
90.0
10.0
0.0
0.0
7 Slovakia
65.6
12.5
9.4
12.5
8 Slovenia
33.3
50.0
4.2
12.5
9 Ukraine
62.5
75.0
12.5
0.0

2.3

Usefulness of hydrological information and forecasts

Table number 5 reflects the perception of the respondents on the usefulness of hydrological information and forecasts. Most of the respondents consider it very useful, especially the respondents
from Germany (100%)., while 65% from the respondents in Croatia find it only useful.
Some of the stakeholders from Slovakia and Slovenia indicated that for them the hydrological information and forecasts products are not useful, it will be good to further investigate if this is due to the
fact that they don’t need to use such information in their activities, or current available products
does not provide the specific information they need.
Table 5 The usefulness of hydrological information and forecats
The degree of usefulness (% of respondents)
No Country Very useful
Useful
Not useful
1 Austria
75.0
25.0
0.0
2 Bulgaria
42.1
52.6
0.0
3 Croatia
34.5
65.5
0.0
4 Germany
100.0
0.0
0.0
5 Hungary
77.8
22.2
0.0
6 Romania
75.0
25.0
0.0
7 Slovakia
73.4
25.0
1.6
8 Slovenia
45.8
50.0
4.2
9 Ukraine
62.5
37.5
0.0
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Compared to the situation from 3-4 years ago, most of the respondents consider the current hydrological information and forecast products to be more useful, or about the same, as shown in table
number 6.
Table 6 The usefulness of hydrological information and forecats compared to previous period
The current usefulness of hydrological information and forecasts (% of respondents)
Don’t know /
No Country More useful About the same Less useful No comment
1 Austria
2 Bulgaria
3 Croatia
4 Germany
5 Hungary
6 Romania
7 Slovakia
8 Slovenia
9 Ukraine

3

37.5
63.2
37.9
50.0
44.4
50.0
45.3
66.7
75.0

50.0
15.8
41.4
50.0
11.1
45.0
45.3
12.5
25.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
1.6
4.2
0.0

12.5
15.8
17.2
0.0
44.4
0.0
7.8
16.7
0.0

The availability and quality of the hydrological information and forecast

3.1

The current availability of hydrological information and forecasts

Compared to 3-4 years ago, most of the respondents consider the current availability of hydrological
information to be slightly improved, as shown in table number 7.
Table 7 The availability of hydrological information and forecats compared to previous period
The current availability of hydrological information and forecasts (%
of respondents)
Significantly Slightly
About the
Less
Don’t know /
No Country improved
improved
same
available
No comment
1 Austria
12.5
75.0
0.0
0.0
12.5
2 Bulgaria
42.1
36.8
0.0
0.0
15.8
3 Croatia
27.6
51.7
17.2
0.0
6.9
4 Germany
16.7
66.7
16.7
0.0
0.0
5 Hungary
33.3
11.1
22.2
0.0
33.3
6 Romania
45.0
30.0
20.0
0.0
5.0
7 Slovakia
31.3
39.1
21.9
0.0
7.8
8 Slovenia
41.7
29.2
16.7
0.0
12.5
9 Ukraine
100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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3.2

The quality of hydrological information and forecasts

The quality of hydrological information and forecast products, in terms of accuracy, timeliness and
access, perceived by the respondents from the participating countries is summarized in table number
8.
The accuracy and timeliness of the current information is considered good by the vast majority of the
respondents in each country (100% in Germany and Ukraine, 79% in Slovenia, 75% in Romania, Slovakia and Austria).
However, in some countries the accuracy is considered not satisfactory by an important percent of
the respondents (44,8 % in Croatia, 12,5 % in Austria and 10% in Romania). A significant percentage
of the sample from Hungary consider the accuracy of information very good (44,4%).
Table 8 The perception on quality of hydrological data and forecat products

Country

Austria

Bulgaria

Croatia

Germany

Hungary

Romania

Slovakia

Slovenia

Ukraine

Quality of hydrological information and forecasts (% of respondents)
Very good
Good
Bad
Very bad
Accuracy
12.5
75.0 12.5
0.0
Timeliness
37.5
62.5
0.0
0.0
Access
25.0
75.0
0.0
0.0
Accuracy
26.3
68.4
0.0
0.0
Timeliness
36.8
47.4
5.3
0.0
Access
47.4
42.1
0.0
0.0
Accuracy
20.7
24.1 44.8
0.0
Timeliness
24.1
72.4
3.4
0.0
Access
44.8
55.2
0.0
0.0
Accuracy
0.0
100.0
0.0
0.0
Timeliness
16.7
83.3
0.0
0.0
Access
33.3
66.7
0.0
0.0
Accuracy
44.4
55.6
0.0
0.0
Timeliness
33.3
66.7
0.0
0.0
Access
22.2
55.6 22.2
0.0
Accuracy
20.0
75.0 10.0
0.0
Timeliness
35.0
65.0
5.0
0.0
Access
45.0
55.0
0.0
0.0
Accuracy
23.4
75.0
0.0
1.6
Timeliness
35.9
56.3
6.3
1.6
Access
59.4
40.6
0.0
0.0
Accuracy
16.7
79.2
0.0
4.2
Timeliness
33.3
58.3
4.2
4.2
Access
45.8
50.0
0.0
4.2
Accuracy
0.0
100.0
0.0
0.0
Timeliness
0.0
100.0
0.0
0.0
Access
0.0
100.0
0.0
0.0
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In terms of timeliness, the hydrological information and forecasts are generally considered good
(100% Ukraine, 83% Germany, 72% Croatia).
The access of hydrological information and forecasts is rated as good by most of the respondends
and very good by most of the respondents from Bulgaria and Slovakia.

4

The minimum warning lead time required

In order to properly make decisions and take actions in the case of a forecasted hydrological events,
or to satisfy the needs for their decision support process specific to different activities, most of the
stakeholders need a minimum warning lead time of 12 - 24 h, as shown in table number 9.
This category is followed by the one that needs 3-6 h as minimum warning lead time.
62,5 % of the respondents in Ukraine needs more than 3 days of warning lead time, in order to make
decisions and take action, while 20% of the stakeholders from Slovakia and Slovenia can adapt and
benefit even from hydrological warnings with a lead time of 30 minutes.
Table 9 The minimum required warning lead time
Warning lead time (% of respondents)
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

5

Country 30 min 1 hour 3-6 hours 12-24 hours 2-3 days More than 3 days Other
Austria
0.0
12.5
25.0
62.5
25.0
0.0
0.0
Bulgaria
0.0
0.0
5.3
52.6
36.8
10.5
5.3
Croatia
10.3
10.3
10.3
37.9
13.8
3.4
10.3
Germany
16.7
16.7
16.7
33.3
33.3
16.7
16.7
Hungary
0.0
11.1
33.3
33.3
11.1
0.0
11.1
Romania
5.0
5.0
30.0
45.0
20.0
15.0
0.0
Slovakia
20.3
21.9
31.3
18.8
0.0
3.1
4.7
Slovenia
20.8
29.2
12.5
12.5
4.2
0.0
16.7
Ukraine
0.0
12.5
12.5
50.0
0.0
62.5
0.0

Stakeholder assistance requirements

In general we could consider that for the standard hydrological information products, and for the
clasic deterministic hydrological forecasts products, in general there is no needs for a special assistance for understanding and use such kind of products.
However, in some particular situations, for some special products it is recommended to provide for
the stakeholders some assistance, training and guidance on the interpretation and use of these
products, especially for the new generation of ensemble and probabilistic type of hydrological forecasting products.
Most respondents indicated that they do not require assistance and / or training for the interpretation, understanding and properly use of the hydrological information and forecasts, except for those
in Hungary (55,6%).
DAREFFORT - Danube River Basin Enhanced Flood Forecasting Cooperation
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Table 10 Stakeholder assistance requirements
Assistance requirements (% of respondents)
No Country
Yes
No
1 Austria
0.0
100.0
2 Bulgaria
36.8
63.2
3 Croatia
17.2
79.3
4 Germany
0.0
100.0
5 Hungary
55.6
44.4
6 Romania
20.0
80.0
7 Slovakia
28.1
71.9
8 Slovenia
33.3
66.7
9 Ukraine
0.0
100.0

6

Suggestions for implementing e-learning tools

Some of the stakeholders have previous experience in using e-learning tools in general and a few for
supporting training activities in the field of hydrological monitoring and forecasting (Hungary, Slovenia, Germany, Romania).
These previous experiences include: using electronic materials, training for conducting risk assessments, e-courses on flash-floods , EFAS webminars (Slovenia).
Based on their previous experience, the respondents made some reccommendations for the subject
and thematic of e-learning courses:
• explain accuracy of forecasts; limitations of forecast accuracy due to input data;
• the uncertainty of predictions and how to deal with it;
• Interpretation of hydrological forecasts;
• use of ensemble forecasts;
• forecasting methodologies and hydrological forecasting models;
• flood forecasting system simulator tools.
• hydrological monitoring networks implementation;
• selection criteria of monitoring stations;
• databases and query options; recommendations for data exchange;
• reliability of hydrological data;
• automatic data quality control and quality assurance;
• statistical methods for analysing hydrological data.
They also mentioned some available online platforms suitable and accessible for implementing elearning tools: Moodle, Mooc, Web platforms edX, Quora, Coursera.
Antoher specific recommendation, highlighted during the discussions based on previous experiences,
in order to have good results in using E-learning type approach, is needed to organize and provide
online technical support for the users of the E-learning tools.
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7

Suggestions to improve the effective dissemination of the hydrological
information and forecasts

In order to improve the effective dissemination of the hydrological information and forecasts, most
of the respondent stakeholders suggest the use of dedicated mobile application tools and webservices capable to provide real-time updates of the warnings (Slovenia, Croatia, Romania, Slovakia,
Bulgaria). Romania, Austria, Slovenia and Slovakia mentioned also the electronic distribution of the
information via SMS and e-mail.
For a wider audience of users, the respondents from Bulgaria, Croatia and Romania proposed also
social media as an appropriate distribution tool.
Respondents from Slovakia, Croatia and Slovenia suggested the direct delivery to interested parties, to
the district and municipal administrations at risk. Respondents from Slovakia also suggest to provide
hydrological information and forecasts as open data and the unification of format of hydrological and
other types of warnings issued by SHMU system, that enables rapid modelling and issuing warnings
more precise for specific location.
Improving the effective dissemination of the hydrological information and forecatsts by a greater presence on TV, involving as many participants as possible from different professions, creating web portals
with customization of different categories of users is suggested by the respondents from Croatia.
Some respondents from Romania mention that in order to warn the population in the shortest time in
case of an emergency situation generated by dangerous hydrological phenomena, it is necessary to interconnect the hydrological warnings and threshold exceedance information from the monitoring systems data (hydrometrical stations, reservoirs) with the real time warning system for the population (ROALERT).

8

Suggestions for development of new hydrological information and
forecast products

Among the most suggested recommendations for new hydrological information and forecast products or product enhancements, we could mention the following:
• Improved radar products for hydrological applications.
• Improved quantitative preciptations forecasting products, especially for high intensity rainfall
events.
• Archives with historical data.
• Hydrological forecasts joint with flood risk maps products, and a portal at hydrological service website focusing on emergency events related to floods, droughts, forest fires, warnings.
• Ensemble forecasts shared between countries, propose a unified definition and naming of
the ensemble members in order to use the ensembles from upstream countries for forecasting in downstream countries.
• Improved hydrological diagnosis and forecasting ice on rivers phenomena products.
• Improved products for inflows into water reservoirs and better accuracy of forecasts for
small river basins.
• Development of mobile applications for dissemination of monitoring and forecasting data.
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•

9

Creation of working groups on online platforms, for improving the cooperation between
forecasting services and main skateholers.

Conclusions

In most of the participating countries, interested stakeholders use the hydrological information and
forecasts received directly from hydrological service or from dedicated web-sites on a daily or weekly
basis, they find it easy to understand and they find it useful or very useful. The current availability of
hydrological information and forecasts is improved compared to the past.
The quality of hydrological information and forecast products, in terms of accuracy, timeliness and
access, perceived by the respondents from the participating countries is considered good by most of
the respondent stakeholders.
According to the warning lead time mentioned by the most of the stakeholders In order to properly
make decisions and take actions in the case of a forecasted hydrological event (12 - 24 h, or 3 - 6 h).
It is necessary to further improve the flash floods forecasting and warning methodologies in order to
increase the warning lead time for flash floods, but without increasing too much the flase alarm rate.
Although most respondents do not require additional assistance and / or training for the interpretation, understanding and use of the hydrological information and forecasts products, in countries like
Hungary, Bulgaria, Slovenia, Slovakia, there is a significant percentage of the interested stakeholders
that need additional assistance.
For the implementation of E-learning tools some popular and easy to use online platforms are suggested and the main subjects proposed are related to the accuracy of forecasts and use of ensemble
forecasts, and in general description of hydrological forecasting methodology.
The use of dedicated mobile applications and web services capable to provide real time updates of
the warnings are among the most popular suggestions for the improvement of the dissemination of
the hydrological information.
New radar products and quantitative precipitation forecasts products are needed in order to improve
in the future the hydrological forecast performance.
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